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More than $474,000 Raised So Far
Your Support Still Needed

reetings, brothers. A major goal of the Phi
Kappa Theta Corporation Board in recent
years has been improving alumni relations.
Since we both pledged, our organization has not
done a great job of keeping alumni connected
to the chapter. We have been fairly diligent
about putting out the XiClone and have solid
participation at the Phi Kap Open golf outing,
but there is room for improvement. A lot of
effort has been put into trying to solve this issue.

New Website for Chapter

The Corporation Board has been emphasising
the new alumni website, www.pktalumni.com,
on all of our mailings. The website is our
central point of communication; a place for
you to go at any time to look for alumni news
and events. The database can be accessed after
logging in, allowing you to update your contact
information or look up contact information
for other alums. We are also trying to stay in
touch by sending out frequent e-mails regarding
events. The content will continue to expand and
improve with time, and we are always open
to suggestions. If you haven’t checked out the
website, we encourage you to do so and please
check or update your contact information while
you are there. If you need help with your login
or password, please e-mail webmaster Nate
Kemmer ’03 at nate.kemmer@pktalumni.com.

Board Makes Reconnecting
a Priority

In a perfect world, there would have been
several years to cultivate our alumni relations
before embarking on the Pride in Our Past,
Foundation for Our Future campaign. The
reality is that the campaign had to happen now
due to the sprinkler mandate by the City of
Ames, and the fact that other fraternities have
already done their own renovations, affecting
our recruiting. We’re sure many of you are
thinking, I haven’t really heard much from you
in years, and now you come around asking me
for money? We fully understand that reaction,

but want to assure you that we won’t just ask
for money and then go dormant again. While
we are asking for financial participation from all
alumni for our house renovation, we are going to
continue moving forward in improving alumni
relations, benefitting alumni and undergraduates
alike. A stronger Iowa Xi organization is the
ultimate goal.
We encourage you to read the piece on reconnecting
by Frank Kock ’71 on page 3. If you haven’t kept
in touch, we would love to have you back. Come
to an alumni function, stay current by visiting the
website, use it to get contact information, and
reach out to some old friends.

Thank You, Alumni,
for Your Donations

We have made great progress in the campaign,
raising more than $474,000. We’re proud of
how far we have come, but we still have work
to do. The $474,000 threshold that we have
passed will allow us do the minimum $600,000
project since we’re comfortable borrowing up
to $150,000. However, reaching or exceeding
our campaign goal of $600,000 will allow us
to do the full $750,000 project as envisioned.
Please use the enclosed pledge form to make a
contribution today.
We would like to thank those of you who have
made a pledge, and encourage the rest of you
to follow their lead for our common goal of
keeping Iowa Xi strong for years to come.
Fraternally,
Campaign Co-Chairmen
Dan Ahern ’85
(309) 361-1757
daniel.ahern@us.abb.com
Paul Peterson ’01
(913) 522-0271
paulpeterson13@gmail.com
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Tom Bottin ’66
Reflects on
Fraternal
Experience
Commitment to Iowa
Xi Shown through
Generous Gift

T

om Bottin ’66 entered Iowa State
University in the fall of 1961 eager to
embark on the next phase
of his life. After meeting
an acquaintance in a class,
Tom was convinced to
join a fraternity. And in
meeting the brothers in Phi
Kappa Theta, he was sold
on which one. “At Iowa
State, fraternity men were
always considered to be ‘cooler,’ but when
I met the brothers at Phi Kappa Theta, they
stood out from the rest because of their
principles and the sense of brotherhood they
displayed.”
After initiation, Tom immediately assumed
officer positions, serving as social
chairman and treasurer, while pursuing a
bachelor of science degree in industrial
administration and a minor in economics.
“As an officer in Iowa Xi, I learned a lot
about etiquette and interacting with people
of different backgrounds and personalities.
This experience helped me later in life.”
Upon graduation from Iowa State, Tom
was commissioned in the U.S. Navy,
spending two deployments—one to North
Vietnam, the other to the eastern Mediterranean—during his tenure, after which
time he went back to get his MBA. “From
there I went to work for IBM, starting as an
accountant. Over the years I held various
positions in finance, heading up business
planning for Asia Pacific and later for all
finances in the Australia and New Zealand
overseas companies.”
(Continued on page 2)
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Thank You, Loyal Brothers,
for Committing More Than $474,000

e are deeply grateful to the brothers and friends who have
committed $474,475 to the Pride in Our Past, Foundation for Our
Future campaign. These alumni recognize the importance of ensuring the
future of Iowa Xi and have demonstrated a sense of gratitude for their
personal experience. Commitments are still needed from the rest of our
alumni to achieve our goal of $600,000.
Temple Society
($25,000 and above)
Gregory D. Stolp ’84
Daniel K. Ahern ’85
Richard E. Ball ’86

Stephen P. Engel ’71
Frank L. Kock ’71
Maurice R. “Moe” Russell ’71
Kirk E. Thomas ’76
Michael T. Lustig ’78
Timothy R. Laird ’80
Amethyst & Pearl Society Frank J. Hays ’83
Andrew J. Lyons ’83
($15,000 to $24,999)
Stephen E. Pascuzzi ’84
Iowa Xi Undergraduate
Lane M. Crosser ’85
Chapter
James R. Flanigan ’88
Thomas E. Bottin ’66
R. Todd Eliason ’95
K.C. Gerlitz ’88
	In memory of
Vachel L. White ’02
Jeff J. Lucas ’95
Scott A. Shuler ’96
Sword & Shield Society
	In memory of
($10,000 to $14,999)
Jeff J. Lucas ’95
Michael L. Canney ’75
Eric J. Newendorp ’01
David M. McSweeney ’83
Craig S. Peterson ’02
Gregory Stein ’85
Steven R. Brittain ’03
(New York Eta, ’70)
Nathaniel G. Kemmer ’03
Michael L. Fahning ’86
Michael T. Slavens, M.D. ’87 Jay M. McArdle ’03
Cory L. Sents ’10
	In memory of
Kurt P. Moody ’85
2110 Society
Jerome J. Carpenter ’88
($2,500 to $4,999)
Michael J. McClellan ’88
Francis L. Pisney ’67
Matt A. Van Berkum ’98
Phillip C. Barry ’68
Jeffrey T. Brown ’00
David M. Abendschein ’01 David Fontanini ’72
Clinton E. Freiburger ’71
Paul D. Peterson ’01
Edward T. Larson ’84
Robert P. Homolka ’86
Brown & Lehigh Society
Leo E. Landis ’87
($7,500 to $9,999)
Christopher M. Martin ’87
Brian M. Johnson ’88
John S. Patten ’88
Amician Society
Daren L. Grothaus ’90
($5,000 to $7,499)
David R. Chumbley ’94
James W. Victor ’68
Brian J. Streich ’94
James F. Willer ’69

All donors contributing a minimum of $1,000 to the campaign, over a
five-year period, will be recognized on a plaque prominently displayed
in the chapter house. If an error has been made in recording your gift, or
your name has been mistakenly omitted or listed improperly, we sincerely
apologize. Please contact our campaign coordinator at (785) 843-1661.

Louis D. Shell ’95
Manni K. Balignasay ’01
Eric L. Van Gorp ’01
Ryan C. Veenstra ’01
Ian C. Young ’01
Jonathan D. Hicks ’02
Bradley J. Streich ’02
Michael C. Ungerman ’04
Mark J. Arnold ’11
Benjamin D. Bakkum ’11
Gregory E. Burgess ’11
Cory J. Millmier ’12
Cardinal & Gold Society
($1,000 to $2,499)
George E. Hoganson ’53
Harold F. Johnson ’53
Eugene H. Scallon ’58
	In memory of
Melvin “Mike” Barta ’58
Allan E. Kintzle ’62
Phillip M. Sosalla ’65
David J. Besser ’72
Clement E. Ward ’66
Gregory L. Albert ’74
Joseph G. Bertogli ’76
Michael J. Maloney ’76
Robert J. Peterson ’76
Keith A. Springer ’77
Thomas R. Babcock ’83
Gary A. Culp ’84
Daniel K. Duffy ’84
Rick A. Hardcopf ’84
Ronald A. Contillo ’85
Kerry T. Lawless ’87
Edward J. Maginn ’87
Christopher R. Ladner ’88
Christopher J. Mote ’88
Leon D. Brink ’91

Kendall A. Griffith ’92
Timothy S. Davidson ’93
Tal Kovarna ’93
Robert L. Carter ’95
David R. Sonka ’96
	In memory of
Jeffrey J. Lucas ’95
Gregory S. Marso ’00
Troy D. Henry ’01
Joshua A. Sterling ’01
Isaac J. Olsen ’02
Mitchell J. Gore ’07
David T. Feely ’08
Jeffrey M. Trende ’10
Ted J. Anders ’11
	In memory of
Charles M. Anders ’80
Stephanie and
Cory W. Timm ’11
Matthew R. Kline ’13
Iowa Xi Brotherhood
Society
(Up to $999)
Mary Sue Kelley
	In memory of
Peter G. Kelley ’50
Edwin J. Carr ’47
Herschel J. Chudomelka,
DVM ’50
Robert M. De Dobbelaere ’52
Robert J. Fitzgerald ’52
William “Joe” Shaw Sr. ’52
Arthur J. Groff ’53
James Kent ’54
David J. Meis ’54
David E. Schmeiser ’61
Jerome C. Peltier ’62

Campaign
Status
At-a-Glance
As of November 25, 2013

$600,000 Goal
$474,475
Contributions
20% Participation
635 Mailable Alumni
Edward Solvibile,
Penn Iota ’68
Keith B. Downey ’64
Jerome Kuennen ’64
Thomas R. Havey ’69
	In memory of
	Richard Concannon ’68
Leo A. Milleman, M.D. ’69
Robert J. Reinhardt ’73
Gerald L. Dostal ’74
A. William Fleischaker ’75
Joseph A. Rude ’81
David J. Nichols ’85
John F. Erickson ’87
John R. Davidson ’91
Matthew J. McCoy ’92
Marc A. Muilenberg ’92
Shawn G. Kuhlman ’93

Tom Bottin ’66 reflects
(Continued from page 1)

Looking back on his undergraduate days, Tom is inspired by the special
memories that now mean so much to him. “I remember the ad hoc song
fests, great social events, and just sitting around the living room after
classes exchanging the day’s events. The house was a great place to foster
a sense of brotherhood and gain life experiences.”

is one that I hope all future Iowa Xi members will have. I encourage
alumni to think back on your time in the chapter and give generously.
All gifts are important. I want to see the project completed and a new
chapter house that the alumni, undergraduates, and new members can be
proud of.”

As a strong supporter of the Iowa Xi Chapter, Tom’s commitment to Pride
in Our Past, Foundation for Our Future displays a loyalty to brotherhood
that all alumni should have. “My gift to the campaign is to preserve
the amazing experience I had at Phi Kappa Theta for generations. It

Tom lives in Seneca, South Carolina, on Lake Keowee with his wife,
Ann, who was Homecoming Queen in 1964-65 at Iowa State. In his
spare time he enjoys boating and kayaking. You can contact Tom at
tombottin@gmail.com.
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Ben Sevcik ’14, Cray Weirich ’16, and Linden Shoup ’13
celebrate Iowa Xi’s intramural championship win.

Reconnecting with Iowa Xi

I

Frank Kock ’71 Shares
a Lifetime of Memories

n the last few months, I’ve had the pleasure and privilege of talking
with many of the people I lived with in the house back in the late ’60s
and early ’70s. As we have reminisced about the old days, one theme
seemed to keep popping up in our conversations. It went something
like this, “You know, I just haven’t stayed connected with the chapter
all these years.” As a matter of fact, I may have visited the house once
between my graduation in 1971 and my retirement in 2004. Sure, I kept
in contact with a few of my really close friends from the house, but even
that was sporadic.

Then a lucky thing happened to me. Out of the blue, I got a phone call
from Mike Murphy ’81. At that time, Mike was the chairman of the
alumni board, and he was helping with recruiting a few Omaha men
for the chapter. He saw my name on the alumni list and called to ask if
I would help. I was shocked to get the call, let alone be asked to help.
Newly retired. Time on my hands. Why not? While there, I got the chance
to meet a couple of alumni and two of the actives, having the chance to
swap stories of what the house was like when we were there and how they
felt about being Phi Kaps.
During my trip to Ames, I took a self-guided tour of the campus and
decided it was time to look at the house. It was comforting and a shock
at the same time. Many things were just as I remembered them. Yes,
“the hole” is just as we left it. Other things like the dining room and
housemother’s quarters have changed. The house looked a little tired—
all those college men have put her to the test through the years. But it
renewed me. It gave me a new connection. I knew that if I wanted to, I
could walk into that door anytime and be welcomed.
Last November, I got a call from Andy Kowal, Kansas State ’06. He
asked me if I would consider being a member of the campaign board. I
was happy to do it, if for no other reason than I would have the perfect
excuse to reconnect with a lot of the brothers from my era I hadn’t talked
to in over 40 years. I’ve done exactly that, and it has been a blast. I
reconnected because someone gave me an invitation to do so, and I had
the good fortune to accept.
So here is my invitation to you, not that you or I or any of the brothers
need one, but this is our house, as it was once our home. Stop by on just
about any football Saturday, and you’ll find a group of alumni in the side
yard, enjoying food, refreshments, and good conversation. Or come to
the golf outing in August. Do yourself a favor and reconnect with your
fraternity and brothers. There was a reason you chose to
become a Phi Kap.
Fraternally,
Frank Kock ’71
(402) 453-2069 • fkock@cox.net

Mark Biegger ’84 was profiled in an ISU
College of Engineering essay on the varying
paths of three Procter & Gamble industrial
engineers from Iowa State. The article titled
“The Passion for Leading gives Mark Biegger
Early Experience for Career” traced his path
to becoming Chief Human Resources Office at
Procter & Gamble.

Phi Kappa Theta Builds
Off Alumni Success

Chapter Inspired by Pride in Our Past,
Foundation for Our Future Campaign

P

hi Kappa Theta is enjoying another successful fall semester improving
our house, growing our outreach to the community, making strides in
academics, and recruiting quality men for the future of the chapter. The
actives have seen first-hand the generosity of our alumni in the Pride in
Our Past, Foundation for Our Future campaign, and are doing their best
to make them proud.

Recruitment and Scholarship Strong

Iowa Xi enjoyed a very strong recruitment class this year, with nine new
members signed. We look forward to them partaking in the Neophyte
ceremony later this year. The fraternity is also focused on academics
with Scholarship Chairman John Vonderhaar ’14 implementing many
programs for all members to focus on grades. We have had academic
success speakers, multiple study hours, and incentive programs for
improved grades.

Homecoming Traditions in Full Effect

Homecoming was a huge success. Our pairing with Alpha Delta Pi and
Phi Delta Theta won second overall. We had many members involved
in Yell Like Hell, in which we placed first. We also worked on the lawn
display in front of the Phi Delta Theta house, earning us third place.
Overall it was a good showing for Phi Kappa Theta.

Phi Kappa Theta Leaders on Campus

Many members participate in other activities on campus. Dylan Camp
’15 is now on the Government of the Student Body Supreme Court,
while Talon Larson ’14 is the president of the Society of Creative
Anachronism. In August, Kevin Smetana ’14, John Vonderhaar ’14,

Alumni News

Leo Landis ’87 received a Distinguished
Alumni award from the College of Liberal Arts
& Sciences during Homecoming Week this
November. Landis, the first ever recipient of
the award for the History Department, received
the honor Thursday, November 8, at the LAS
Awards Ceremony at the Scheman Building.

(Continued on page 4)

Nick Van Berkum ’05 wrote the cover article
for the fall 2013 issue of VISIONS magazine.
The article, “Born to Be a Cyclone,” can be
found on page 12. Nick is a communications
specialist for the departments of sociology and
anthropology at Iowa State University.
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Phi Kappa Theta Alumni
Event a Success

T

he annual Phi Kap Open was held on
August 10 at Veekner Memorial Golf
Course. In attendance were 36 Iowa Xi
alumni and six undergraduate members,
combining for a fun day of golf and
camaraderie.
Save the date for next year’s event, August
9, 2014. If interested in playing, contact
Chris Ladner ’88 at crladner@trane.com,
as he has graciously volunteered to head up
the golf outing for next year.

Ames Phi Kappa Building Company
P.O. Box 393
Ames, IA 50010-0393
Address Service Requested

Welcome, New Members
Robert Bonus ’17
Des Moines, Iowa

Sam Jones ’16
Ankeny, Iowa

Leib Chol ’17
Des Moines, Iowa

John Jordan ’17
Des Moines, Iowa

Alex Corbin, ’17
Sioux City, Iowa

Nick Pfrang ’17
Kohler, Wis.

Akol Dok ’17
Des Moines, Iowa

Patrick Poe ’17
Sioux City, Iowa

Patrick Short ’17
Inner Grove Hights, Minn.

Phi Kappa Theta Builds
(Continued from page 3)

and I were fortunate to attend the Phi Kappa
Theta National Convention in Chicago.

Actives Take
Reformation Bowl

We have a very strong intramural presence this
year, playing games ranging from broomball
to flag football. Ben Sevcik ’14, Linden
Shoup ’13, and Cray Weirich ’16 became
intramural champions in curling, and our chapter
played Beta Sigma Psi in touch football for the
Reformation Bowl, winning back the trophy.
This semester is very busy for many of us with
academics, football games, intramurals, and
Homecoming, but we are excited to continue on
to next year. On behalf of the chapter, I thank
alumni for your support and invite you to visit
our house any time.
Fraternally,
Peter Ries ’14
Chapter President
(563) 590-1276
pries550@iastate.edu

www.pktalumni.com

Chapter Officers
President
Peter Ries ’14
New Vienna, Iowa
(563) 590-1276
pries550@iastate.edu
Treasurer
Dylan Camp ’16
Newton, Iowa

Iowa Xi Brothers and Alumni
Enjoy Successful Homecoming

H

omecoming 2013 was a success! We had a lot of
excellent food, from Juanita’s famous caramel to
crescent rolled little smokies to brats and burgers. We
enjoyed seeing several alumni from the ’70s and ’80s
and a great turnout from the 2000s. It was a great day!

Internal Vice President
Chris Holmquist ’15
Brookings, S.D.
External Vice President
Linden Shoup ’13
LaMars, Iowa
Recruitment Chairmen
Talon Larson ’14
Des Moines, Iowa
(515) 865-8021
txlarson@iastate.edu
Clayton Short ’15
Inner Grove Heights, Minn.
(651) 249-5164
ccshort@iastate.edu

The Iowa Xi tent at Homecoming. Brothers and alumni
enjoyed a day of ISU fun.

